THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE PLAGUE IN LOS ANGELES, 1924
MARC A. BEHEREC
AECOM
From 2012 to 2015, the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) contracted
AECOM to protect and document unanticipated cultural resources that might be unearthed during
construction of the Division 13 Bus Maintenance and Operations Facility. A total of 18 historic features,
as well as numerous artifacts not associated with features, were encountered. Subsequent research revealed
that among the features were structural debris and refuse deposits associated with residences along historic
Clara Street. Among them were remains associated with 700 Clara Street, which in 1924 was the home of
Jesus Lejun and his daughter Francisca. The Lejuns were the first patients to contract the bubonic plague
during the 1924 outbreak, which was the last major plague outbreak in the United States.
DIVISION 13 DISCOVERIES
The Project is located in northeastern downtown Los Angeles (Figure 1). The project area is bounded
by Vignes Street to the west, Cesar Chavez Avenue (formerly Macy Street) to the south, the Twin Towers
Correctional Facility to the north, and an existing Metro facility in the east. Monitoring of project ground
disturbance was conducted by AECOM monitors between October 2012 and February 2015.
Eighteen historical-period archaeological features were identified during construction monitoring.
These included utilities, remains of commercial and industrial enterprises, and refuse and structural
remains. A total of 426 historical-period artifacts was collected from monitoring activity, of which 173
artifacts were not associated with features. These were ultimately divided into a total of 14 archaeological
sites, with site boundaries based primarily upon historic property lines. The recovered artifacts and features
date to the second half of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth century, when
downtown Los Angeles was in a period of significant demographic and physical growth. Complete findings
are documented in the project’s final monitoring report (AECOM 2015).
This paper focuses on six of the archaeological sites identified (Table 1). Plotting the locations of
these sites on a georeferenced Baist Real Estate Atlas map (Baist 1921) revealed that these finds were
associated with single-family residences on historic Clara Street (Figure 2). They also include utilities on
Lyon Street and a buried refuse deposit at an undeveloped address on Lyon Street that is more properly
associated with buried refuse deposits associated with the Clara Street addresses.
HISTORIC BACKGROUND
Clara Street and the Macy Street District
We know a great deal about the social fabric of this particular neighborhood from two sources. The
area was studied intensively by the Commission of Immigration and Housing of California in 1914–1915
(Commission of Immigration and Housing of California 1916). In addition, the principal of Macy Street School,
Nora Sterry, drew on school censuses to describe the district in her University of Southern California Master’s
thesis, The Sociological Basis for the Re-Organization of the Macy Street School (Sterry 1924).
Clara Street was within the Macy Street District. Sterry described the geography of the district:
“The district is situated at the north-east corner of the business portion of the city, in the heart of an industrial
section. Its boundaries are logical: the river to the east, the Southern Pacific railroad yards to the north, and
three streets to the south and the west which carry heavy traffic—Main, Arcadia and Aliso—all preclude
easy transit. Together they enclose about one fifth of a square mile” (Sterry 1924:13).
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Figure 1. Division 13 Regional Location Map.
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Table 1. Sites and Associated Features.
PRIMARY NO.

ASSOCIATED FEATURES

HISTORICAL-PERIOD ADDRESS

19-004649

Feature 8 (concrete basement)

722 Clara Street

19-004650

Feature 1 (refuse deposit)

718 Clara Street

19-004651

Feature 2 (refuse deposit)

710 Clara Street

19-004652

Feature 6 (concrete basement); Feature 7 700 Clara Street
(brick wall and concrete foundation)

19-004657

Feature 3 (refuse deposit)

735 Lyon Street

19-004659

Feature 15 (brick manholes); Feature 16
(sewer pipe)

Lyon Street

The Clara Street neighborhood fell within the city’s eighth ward, an area that included all of the
area from Chinatown to the river. The ward was known for its political corruption and its violence, earning
it the epithet “The Bloody Eighth” (Los Angeles Times 1915). At the turn-of-the-twentieth-century, the
eighth ward was said to house all of the brothels and one-third of the saloons in the city (Commission of
Immigration and Housing of California 1916:228). “[I]t seemed hardly safe to walk through the streets at
night on account of the drunken gangs and other disorderly groups of men,” reported a commission to study
social problems in California (Commission of Immigration and Housing of California 1916:228).
The Commission of Immigration and Housing of California painted a particularly bleak picture:
“On the outer edge of Chinatown and near the Macy School standing on a siding are a number of cars into
which manure is dumped every day, collected from stables throughout the city.” Horses were an important
means of transport in Los Angeles well into the 1920s. “Much of the manure which falls to the ground is
left rotting in the sun, breeding countless flies. The adjacent packinghouses, with their corrals for sheep and
hogs, and the smell and smoke from the gas plant, combine to make the place an unfortunate residence
district” (Commission of Immigration and Housing of California 1916:229). Trash was regularly thrown
into vacant lots in the district (Commission of Immigration and Housing of California 1916:234). Rooms
were hopelessly overcrowded. In the Division 13 Project area, up to seven persons were found living in a
single room, without beds, on Lyon Street. On Clara Street, up to five persons were crowded into a single
bed, and on Lyon and Howard Streets, within the Project APE, up to six persons shared a single bed
(Commission of Immigration and Housing of California 1916:250). Many of Nora Sterry’s pupils had never
slept in a bed in their lives (Sterry 1924:45).
In 1923, the neighborhood was largely a transient community of Mexican and Mexican-American
laborers. Citing her school’s census, which sought to quantify all residents of the neighborhood and not just
those with children in her school, Sterry states that the district held 2,878 residents, of whom 60 percent
were Mexican, 19.5 percent Chinese, 11 percent Italian, 8 percent Syrian, and 2.5 percent “distributed
among the remaining races” (Sterry 1924:27; her numbers rounded due to the small numbers of individuals
representing the remaining nationalities). The Chinese lived mainly in the district’s Chinatown, in the area
occupied today by Union Station (Greenwood 1996; Sterry 1924). The Syrians tended to own the district’s
shops. The Mexicans tended to be transient laborers. There were 1.75 men to every woman, and three adults
to every two children. From 1921 to 1922, 71 percent of the population moved out and was replaced (Sterry
1924:28). The population consisted essentially of Chinatown (which was not impacted by the plague), a
few shopkeepers, and a working-class population consisting mostly of relatively unsettled Mexican and
Mexican-American laborers, a minority of whom lived as borders with local families.
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Figure 2. Division 13 Project Area showing Clara Street Sites.

The Third Pandemic Strikes Los Angeles
The plague, a disease caused by the bacteria Yersinia pestis, has spread through the known world
three times. The first pandemic, AD 541–542, swept through the Byzantine Empire and killed
approximately 13 percent of the world’s population. The Second Pandemic, known as the Black Death,
swept through Eurasia from 1347 to 1351 and killed an estimated 30 to 60 percent of the European
population. The first time the plague reached every inhabited continent was in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, during the Third Pandemic.
In 1855, the plague broke out during social upheaval in Yunnan Province, China, beginning more
than a century of world-wide plague. The disease swept across Asia and then spread along global shipping
lines. In 1899, it reached San Francisco from Hong Kong via Honolulu on board the Japanese ship S.S.
Nippon (Link 1955:1). The first human outbreak in San Francisco came in 1900 (Journal of the American
Medical Association 1901) and lasted until 1904. That outbreak killed at least 113 people. But it was limited
almost solely to San Francisco’s Chinese population, and its very existence was largely hidden by officials
and even officially denied by Governor Henry Gage (Echenberg 2007). Periodic outbreaks, most of them
minor, continued to strike the United States in the first quarter of the twentieth century (Gregg 1985). In
1924, the country’s last major plague outbreak hit Los Angeles, starting at 700 Clara Street.
The 1924 Los Angeles outbreak has been the topic of considerable study. The doctors involved
recognized its importance and documented the outbreak virtually from the beginning (Bogen 1925). In her
history of the Los Angeles County Hospital, Helen Eastman Martin noted that the hospital recognized that the
1924 plague and a 1934 polio outbreak were two of the most frightening and important health crises to which
the hospital had responded (Martin 1979:67). Because of the rarity of the disease and the fact that most doctors
in the United States would never see it, the results of Los Angeles plague autopsies were considered of
particular interest, and Martin published the results of the first autopsy (Martin 1979:520–522). Social
historian William Deverell examined the plague as a tool in non-Mexican versus Mexican ethnic relations
(Deverell 1999, 2004:172–206), but to make his point Deverell often severed the plague from its medical
historical context. Frank Feldinger wrote a poor attempt at investigative reporting about the plague, baselessly
alleging that authorities hid the nature of the disease in 1924 as they had at the turn-of-the-century (Feldinger
2008). Feldinger’s claims are untrue and defamatory; City and County authorities quickly and effectively
worked to control the epidemic in ways which would have been impossible for them to hide. The plague has
also been the topic of popular newspaper articles, both at the time (e.g., Los Angeles Times 1924a, 1924b,
1924c) and in historical feature pieces (Rasmussen 2006; Watters 2008) and, in the midst of the 2002–2003
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) outbreak, contemporary political commentary (Deverell 2003).
The best narration of events is still probably the Quarantine Division Report of the Annual Report of the
Department of Health of the City of Los Angeles, California for the Year Ended June 30, 1925 (Cain 1925)
and Vernon B. Link’s A History of Plague in the United States of America (Link 1955). The summary below,
except where otherwise noted, is taken from the latter two sources (Cain 1925 and Link 1955).
The first to contract the plague was Jesus Lajun, who lived at 700 Clara Street, in the northwest part
of the District 13 Project area. Lajun died of bubonic plague on October 11, 1924, after a week-long illness
erroneously believed by medical authorities to be venereal disease. The disease transformed into the more
virulent pneumonic form, which is airborne, and struck Lajun’s 15-year-old daughter, Francisca. Francisca
Lajun was the first to die, on October 5. Next, the pneumonic form of the plague struck a neighbor who had
cared for the two. That neighbor, along with seven other occupants of her boarding house at 742 Clara Street
(today the site of the Twin Towers Correctional Facility), soon died. The plague then spread to the Belvedere
District, where it was carried by friends who had attended funerals of the deceased (Cain 1925).
The illness was not recognized as the plague until October 30, 1924, but when the plague was
diagnosed, City and County authorities acted quickly, in coordination, and with resolve. In the 1920s,
quarantine was the primary method of dealing with infectious disease. In the city of Los Angeles, a total of
3,571 homes was quarantined during reporting year July 1, 1924 to June 30, 1925. Just as in the years
previous to and following the plague, most of these quarantines were for diphtheria, scarlet fever, or
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smallpox. The 15 homes quarantined for plague made up a tiny fraction of the whole (Table 2). The total
number of homes quarantined was also a substantial reduction from the previous year, when 6,281 homes
were quarantined (Peterson 1924:17).
The method of quarantine was to place guards at the entrances of afflicted homes, to prevent anyone
from entering or leaving and to monitor the health of all individuals within the homes. After the plague was
diagnosed, no sick individuals were left in home quarantine; the sick were taken to Los Angeles County
Hospital. The plague home quarantines were enforced only on the family members of the sick who did not
show symptoms, to ensure they did not develop the disease.
What made the plague quarantines unusual, however, was that in addition to house quarantines,
City and County officials quarantined entire neighborhoods. The five quarantined districts were the Macy
District, the South Hill Street District, the Marengo Street District, the Pomeroy Street District, and the
Belvedere Gardens District (Table 3). Most of these areas were small and localized; the South Hill Street
District, for example, was a single small apartment house (Link 1955:59). Deverell acerbically claims,
“Macy Street and Belvedere had verifiable cases of plague; the others had only verified cases of ethnicity.
In other words, Mexicans lived there” (Deverell 2004:185). But this is not true; each of the quarantined
districts had its plague victims. In an era unburdened by modern privacy laws, the City of Los Angeles
Department of Public Health published the names and addresses of the victims of “each and every actual
case of plague which was found” in order to dispel “the grossly exaggerated reports published in the Eastern
newspapers, with the evident intention of stopping the ceaseless migration of tourists to this wonderful city”
(McGonigle 1925:19–20). The list is not entirely complete—notably, it omits the Lejuns (added to the Table
3) and probably other early sufferers who were misdiagnosed. But it is evident that all of the five areas
quarantined by City and County officials were plague-stricken. After the disease was believed to be
contained, or when a plague victim was known to have contracted the disease away from home,
neighborhoods were not quarantined at all; house quarantines were considered sufficient.
Macy Street District was the largest quarantined area. Barricades were set up along a line stretching
along Alameda Street in the west, Alhambra Avenue in the north, Macy Street in the south, and the railroad
tracks in the east. The boundaries were very similar to the geographical boundaries described by Nora Sterry
as those of the school district. But Chinatown, located south of Macy Street and containing almost 20
percent of the district’s inhabitants, had no reported cases of the plague and was deliberately left out of the
quarantine zone. Patrols moved along the outskirts of the quarantined area. No one was allowed to enter or
leave except for designated purposes, including to distribute rations, to clean up the quarantine zone, and
to check for new cases of the disease. But some people, like Nora Sterry and Macy Street School teacher
Pearl Milner, snuck into the quarantine zone to help those trapped within (Los Angeles Times 1924b).
According to the Los Angeles Times, approximately 1,500 people, “chiefly of Mexican birth” (Los Angeles
Times 1924c), were quarantined. Link estimated the figure at 2,500 (Link 1955:59). The cost to maintain
the quarantine for the two weeks it lasted was immense, but the cost in terms of lost income to the working
poor who were quarantined, many of whom lost their jobs as a result, was inestimable.
Los Angeles Responds to the Outbreak
It had long been recognized that plague transmission was connected to rodents. Rodents throve in
the packing houses and stables around Macy Street, and the City of Los Angeles recognized that the
unsanitary conditions of the Macy Street District and other parts of Los Angeles contributed to the spread
of the plague. The Department of Health had long sought to manage the rodent population through its
Bureau of Housing and Sanitation. In 1923–1924 the City destroyed 8,618 rodents (Childs 1924:70). Now
the Department of Health created a deadly efficient Rodent Control Division. From June 1924 to June
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Table 2. Homes Quarantined in the City of Los Angeles, July 1, 1924-June 30, 19205
(after McGonigle 1925:17).
DISEASE

NUMBER OF HOUSES
QUARANTINED

Diphtheria
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox

1,423
971
1,053

Poliomyelltis

36

Meningitis

2

Typhoid Fever

54

Typhus Fever

13

Leprosy

3

Anthrax

1

Plague

15

Table 3. Victims of the 1924–1925 Plague Outbreak (after McGonigle 1925:20).

QUARANTINE
DISTRICT

ADDRESS
1217 S. Hill

1716 Marengo

South Hill

Marengo

AGE

DATE
ADMITTED TO
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

DATE OF
DEATH

PNEUMONIC
OR BUBONIC

Christionson, Josefa

58

10/31/1924

11/1/1924

P

Hurtado, Urbana

23

10/31/1924

11/2/1924

P

Enriqueez, Remedio

48

11/11/1924

-

B

Moreno, Juana

26

-

11/1/1924

P

Ruiz, Refugio

24

11/5/1924

11/6/1924

P

NAME

1804 Pomeroy

Pomeroy

Hernandez, Peter

33

11/2/1924

11/3/1924

P

2039 E. 7th

-

Dominguez, Marie

11

1/4/1925

-

B

Rodriguez, Marie

1

-

11/8/1924

B

Rodriguez, Merced

9

-

11/8/1924

B

Valenzuela, Guadalupe

52

11/1/1924

11/3/1924

P

Samarano, Mary

18

10/31/1924

11/1/1924

P

234 N. Anderson -

249 N. Mariana

Belvedere

332 Bauchet

Macy Street

Herrera, Efren

51

10/30/1924

11/1/1924

P

342 Carmelita

Belvedere

Guilland, Juliana

63

10/30/1924

11/6/1924

P

343 Carmelita

Belvedere

Samareno, Maria

80

10/29/1924

10/30/1924

P

Samarano, Victor

35

10/29/1924

11/1/1924

P

438 Bauchet

Macy

Peralta, Eulogio

22

11/4/1924

11/5/1924

P

441 S. Flower

-

McGlaughlin, Emmett R.

48

-

11/1/1924

P

507 S. Sichel

-

Costello, Mary

32

10/31/1924

-

P

5725 Brooklyn
Ave

-

Hernandez, Martin
(Abelganio)

15

11/23/1924

11/24/1924

B
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Table 3: Victims of the 1924–1925 Plague Outbreak (after McGonigle 1925:20) continued.

QUARANTINE
DISTRICT

ADDRESS

NAME

AGE

DATE
ADMITTED TO
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

DATE OF
DEATH

PNEUMONIC
OR BUBONIC

695 Imperial

-

Perez, Jose

14

1/11/1925

1/15/1925

B

700 Clara

Macy Street

Jesus Lejun

51

-

10/11/1924

B

Francisca Lejun

15

-

10/5/1924

P

712 Clara

Macy Street

Vera, Tony

23

11/6/1924

11/7/1924

P

730 Date

Macy Street

Jiminez, Jose

25

11/4/1924

11/7/1924

P

Jiminez, Mike

27

10/31/1924

11/2/1924

P

Florez, Jessie

21

-

10/26/1924

P

San Romano, Ruth

23

10/31/1924

10/31/1924

P

Baganola, Jose

58

10/30/1924

11/1/1924

P

Burnett, Alfredo

11

10/29/1924

11/11/1924

P

Gutierrez, Arthur

16

10/30/1924

10/31/1924

P

Gutierrez, Horace

25

10/30/1924

10/30/1924

P

Ortega, Fred

26

10/30/1924

10/31/1924

P

Samarano, Gilbert

7

10/29/1924

11/1/1924

P

Samarano, Guadalupe

37

-

10/26/1924

P

Samarano, Raul

8

10/29/1924

-

P

Samarano, Robert

10

10/29/1924

10/30/1924

P

Samareno, Luciana

39

-

10/19/1924

P

741 Clara

742 Clara

Macy Street

Macy Street

750 Yale

-

Perinlo, Frank

40

11/1/1924

11/3/1924

P

Plaza Church

-

Brualla, Father Medrano,
CMF

48

-

11/2/1924

P

1925 the City destroyed 154,879 rats, 29,189 mice, and 39,175 squirrels. Whenever possible, the rodents
were tested for the presence of the plague bacterium. Seven of the squirrels and 120 of the rats proved
positive (Peterson 1925:68).
Clutter and trash were havens for the rats. Trash was gathered and buried, removed, or burned. This
was also in keeping with the existing Department of Health mission, which recorded 691 trash burns for the
year ending June 1924 (Childs 1924:69). A total of 2,699 premises were cleaned up (Peterson 1925:68).
It was also within the purview of the Department of Health to inspect dwellings and other buildings.
Whenever possible, if a building failed to meet codes, improvements were made. In its report for 1923–
1924, before the plague outbreak, the Director of the Bureau of Housing and Sanitation noted, “This
department has been able to do a great work in corrective construction, particularly in the new districts
where the poorer people are building shelter for themselves. It is in this field that we do a work of education
and prevention” (Childs 1924:69). In the plague year, 4,080 homes were rat-proofed by lifting the
baseboards up off the ground and 5,107 by adding concrete floors (Peterson 1925:68).
Nevertheless, some dwellings were found to be too decrepit and were condemned and demolished.
This, again, was in keeping with past practice. The year before the plague, 79 buildings were condemned
and demolished (Childs 1924). In the plague year, demolitions, as well as home improvements, were
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accelerated. A total of 2,473 homes was demolished in the City (Peterson 1925:68). The Chief Inspector of
the Bureau of Housing and Sanitation estimated that more than 1,000 of these, or roughly one-half of the
total, “housing Mexican wage earners mostly,” were demolished as a direct result of the plague, especially
in the Macy Street and Anderson Street Districts, and also in the vicinity of New High Street, Lemon Street,
and Damon Street (Sweger 1925:61).
Long after the event, Leonard Smith wrote to the Los Angeles Times, “My mother and I watched
from the west bank of the Los Angeles River [in Boyle Heights] as city employees destroyed many homes
and structures by fire on the east side of the river. It was an eerie sight to see the ‘sky high’ flames at night
and the reflections in the river as well as the shadowy figures of firemen running around the quarantined
area” (Smith 2003:B10).
But the home demolitions were part of a larger Bureau of Housing and Sanitation program to
improve the city’s dwellings in order to be “free from the stain of the slum” (Sweger 1925:61). This program
encompassed the plague area but was not limited to it. The program began before the plague and continued
after it. In the year ending 1926, 750 houses and shacks were demolished (Sweger 1926:54).
Clara Street was spared these demolitions. The houses at the epicenter of the plague outbreak appear
in City Directories and were occupied both before and after the outbreak. Moreover, those permits that survive
from the period at the Department of Building and Safety indicate that at least some of the homes, such as that
at 710 Clara Street, were so solidly built that, when the neighborhood was vacated in order to straighten Vignes
Street in 1937, they were moved rather than demolished (Department of Building and Safety 1937).
Plague Treatment
Plague manifests symptoms that are common to numerous diseases. These can include headache,
fever and chills, fatigue, muscle aches or weakness, difficulty breathing, and nausea and vomiting. The
bubonic form of the plague also results in swollen lymph nodes known as buboes, about the size of an egg,
in the neck, armpit, or groin (Mayo Clinic Staff 2018). All three of the refuse deposits produced bottles
which held products that may have been used to treat plague symptoms.
In 1924, ways of treating bubonic plague were poorly developed. The Los Angeles General
Hospital requested plague serum from the California State Board of Health via telegram on October 31. On
November 4, 500 doses of a plague serum developed in Philadelphia were rushed to Los Angeles via
airplane (Southeast Missourian 1924). Accounts vary as to whether it was used on one or three patients. It
may not have been widely used in part because the serum treatment was of questionable utility. Those who
were brought to the hospital were given Mercurochrome drip. Mercurochrome is a mercury-containing
antiseptic which was often used topically and which, given intravenously, was found successfully to treat
a number of infections (Young 1925). Doctors and nurses wore peculiar hoods made from pillowcases
supported with wire frames and with celluloid eye coverings (Figure 3). These were meant to protect them
from disease-carrying body fluids (Link 1955:60).
In the absence of reliable medical treatment or preventative medicines, the people of Los Angeles
turned to traditional medicine. According to Leonard Smith, “With my mother and hundreds of others
standing around us I felt fear, but not panic, because my mother had the utmost faith in garlic. Yes, she
stuffed a bag with garlic and hung it around my neck. I’m not sure which spirits were warded off, but I have
to assume that the smell must have kept the rats at a distance” (Smith 2003:B10). Other methods of plague
treatment or prevention are unrecorded.
The quarantine was lifted on November 13 (Los Angeles Times 1924c), but plague cases were
reported until January 11, 1925. At least 39 cases of pneumonic plague were reported in the Los Angeles
area, 35 of them fatal. Seven cases of bubonic plague were identified; five of these sufferers died. Two of
the dead, Jesus and Francisca Lajun, lived in the Project APE at 700 Clara Street, which was also the
epicenter of the outbreak. Another victim, Tony Vera, also lived within the APE. Seven more victims lived
at nearby 742 Clara Street, the present location of the Twin Towers Correctional Facility.
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Figure 3. Example of Protective Gear Worn by Doctors and Nurses.
ARCHAEOLOGY OF CLARA STREET
As already mentioned, the AECOM monitoring resulted in the identification of properties not only
within the Macy Street District quarantine area, but actually associated with the plague’s epicenter. Among
these are a concrete basement, concrete pad, and foundation wall associated with 700 Clara Street, a concrete
basement associated with 722 Clara Street, and three refuse deposits associated with 735 Lyon Street.
The brick wall and concrete pad are consistent with the location and construction of the Lejun home
in 1905. The Los Angeles Herald carried the notice “Among the more important building permits issued” in
the week starting May 28, 1905: “G. Somona, a frame cottage at 700 Clara street, $2530; John Kempel,
architect; Paul Hassinger, builder” (Los Angeles Herald 1905a). According to a building permit issued May
29, 1905, this house was a six-room cottage with a brick foundation and brick chimney and a shingled, pitched
roof, with 34 feet fronting the street and extending 56 feet deep (Superintendent of Buildings 1905).
Feature 7 is consistent with the foundation of this dwelling. Feature 7 is a brick wall associated
with a concrete floor (Figure 4). The wall marked the northern end of the concrete floor. The wall was
constructed of red bricks without maker’s marks set into a foundation trench. The floor bonded with the
wall where the two met, approximately two courses above the base of the wall. The wall survived to a
maximum of five courses. After the wall was removed, a metal pipe (2.5 inches in diameter) was observed
in the profile approximately six inches beneath the concrete floor, running north-south, and approximately
4.5 feet east of the western end of the feature. The floor survived in a roughly triangular patch approximately
eight feet north-south by 12 feet east-west.
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Figure 4. Feature 7, Foundation Associated with 700 Clara Street.
The basement associated with 700 Clara Street (Figure 5) and that associated with 722 Clara Street
were almost identical. Each of the two features consisted of poured-in-place reinforced concrete walls
forming small basements, each measuring approximately 12 to 15 feet long and 10 feet wide as they were
encountered. Eeach feature measured approximately 10 to 15 feet deep, but both had been truncated by past
work: both had their ceilings removed prior to being backfilled during work unrelated to this project. Halfinch-diameter copper pipe fragments were observed in the locations of both features. Ferrous metal rings
with holes for rivets were observed at the base of both features, but due to the excavation methods, both
these metal rings were mangled and neither was documented in situ; they appear to have been set in the
concrete floors of the features. No other artifacts were observed in association with the basement features.
The three refuse deposits associated with Clara Street and Lyon Street addresses all contained
household debris. All three were encountered beneath artificial fill approximately five to six feet below the
modern ground surface, and all were located on top of sterile alluvium. All three had the appearance of being
deliberately excavated in order to bury refuse deposits. The three features were all clustered in what would
have been the back yards of the Clara Street homes. In each case, when a feature was observed during
construction excavations, construction work was diverted while the deposit was excavated by hand.
Diagnostic artifacts were collected and later analyzed, with date ranges ascertained by comparison to
standard references (Fike 2006; Tolouse 1971). None of the deposits were directly associated with the plague
houses, but their close proximity to the afflicted houses, and the fact that all three appear to date to the middle
1920s, suggests that all three were buried during the 1924 clean-up efforts.
Feature 1, associated with 718 Clara Street, measured approximately 10 feet east-west by
approximately five feet north-south, and was approximately 1.5 feet thick. Artifacts observed in the field
consisted of 35 brick fragments, chain link metal fragments, a three-foot-long metal pipe fragment
measuring two inches in diameter, leather shoe fragments, about 100 sawn bone fragments, 300 glass
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Figure 5. Basement Associated with 700 Clara Street.
fragments and intact bottles, 50 porcelain plate fragments, one railroad spike, one tea cup fragment, one
porcelain doll’s head, a light bulb interior, and sparse charcoal. Embossed bottles indicated both the date of
the deposit and some of the activities of which the refuse was a product (Table 4).
Feature 2, associated with 710 Clara Street, measured approximately four feet wide, four feet long,
and 13 inches thick. Artifacts observed in the field consisted of porcelain fragments from a single toilet,
bottles and glass fragments, two bricks, enameled metal fragments, two faunal bone fragments, one
flowerpot fragment, and three clay marbles. Again, diagnostic bottle marks were found (Table 5). At the
bottom of the feature, a group of five metal strapping bands ranging in width from 1¾ to 4½ inches was
encountered. These were arranged such that they formed a ring measuring about two feet in diameter. The
artifacts overlay these metal bands or were found in the middle of them, as though they had been buried in
a pit lined by the strapping.
Feature 3, associated with 735 Lyon Street, was a sparse refuse deposit measuring approximately
14 feet north-south and up to eight feet east-west, and approximately one foot thick. Artifacts observed
included glass and glass fragments representing approximately 30 bottles (including 13 collected intact
bottles), bed or auto seat springs, a six-by-four-inch fragment of leather presumed to have been a garment,
two enameled metal pots, 20 to 30 brick fragments, two leather shoes, the legs of a broken porcelain doll,
approximately 75 porcelain fragments representing approximately 20 vessels, and five automobile parts
and one metal ring which may be another automobile part. Embossed bottles were collected (Table 6). At
the base of the deposit was a corroded metal running board bearing the Ford logo. Sparse charcoal was
observed, and a small amount of the glass appeared to be fire affected.
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Table 4. Marks on Glass Jars and Bottles, Feature 1.
CATALOG
NO.

DESCRIPTION

MARK

MANUFACTURER

DATE
RANGE

ORIGIN

0309

Medicine Bottle

3 (stylized)iii (shoulder)//2634
(base)

-

-

1820–1925

0310

Medicine Bottle

3 (stylized)iiv (shoulder)

-

-

1820–1925

0311

Perfume Bottle

L T PIVER/PARIS (base)

L. T. Piver

Paris, France

1823–1925

0312

Beverage Bottle

AB (overlapping each other with a Adolphus Busch
Belleville, Illinois
“ghost” embossing of AB beneath Glass
it)/A 3 (base)
Manufacturing Co.

0313

Olive Oil Bottle

PCGW (base)

Pacific Coast Glass San Francisco,
Works
California

0314

Alcohol Apertif
Bottle

AMER
PICON/[hand]/PHILIPPEVILLE
(shoulder)

Amer Picon

Phillipeville, Algeria,
then Marseille, France

1830s–20th
c.

0315

Beverage Bottle

HALF PINT/5B (base)

-

-

Mid-1910searly 1920s

0316

Condiment Bottle H. J. HEINZ CO/162/F/PATD
(base)

H. J. Heinz Co.

Sharpsburg,
Pennsylvania

1905-midto-late
1920s

0318

Round Bottle

-

-

1905-midto-late
1920s

0320

Condiment Bottle H. J. HEINZ CO/162/PATD (base) H. J. Heinz Co.

Sharpsburg,
Pennsylvania

1905-midto-late
1920s

0321

Round Bottle

3(?)9 (base)

-

-

-

0322

Whiskey Bottle

2 (base)

-

-

1905-midto-late
1920s

0323

Medicine Bottle

[GODF]REY &
MOORE/(break)[LO]S ANGELES
(body)

Los Angeles,
California

Ca. 1888–
1930s

0325

Mineral/Soda
Water Bottle

WHITE/[star]/SODA WORKS
(base)

Los Angeles,
California

Ca. 1920–
1940s

0326

Florida Water
Bottle

FLORIDA WATER/MURRAY & Murray & Lanman New York, New York
LANMAN/DRUGGISTS/NEW
YORK (vertical on body)//10
(base)

TPQ 1842

0337

Mason jar

GENUINE BOYD CAP/FOR
MASON JARS (cap)

TPQ 1869

(diamond shape with unknown
letters inside)
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Table 5. Marks on Glass Jars and Bottles, Feature 2.
CATALOG
NO.

DESCRIPTION

MARK

MANUFACTURER

ORIGIN

DATE RANGE

0222

Condiment Jar

triangle shape/IPG (both encased in
triangle)/6 (base)

Illinois Pacific Glass
Company

San Francisco,
California

ca. 1925–1932

0223

Food Jar

MELLIN’S FOOD
(shoulder)//MELLIN’S FOOD
(shoulder on other side)//(?)(base)

Mellin Food Co.

Boston, Mass.

TPQ 1913

0224

Ink Jar

JONES (base)

JONES

-

1820–1925

0225

Malted Milk Jar HORLICK’S/TRADE/M.
Horlick’s Malted
M./MARK/MALTED
Milk Co.
MILK/RACINE-WIS-U.S.A
(body)//U - (below U) D (below dash
symbol) (Hazel Atlas maker’s mark)
(base)

Racine,
Wisconsin

1920–1964

0226

Menthol
Ointment Jar

-

0227

Malted Milk Jar (break) [HORLICK’S/TRADE/M.
M./M] (break)ARK(break)/(break)
[MALT]ED MIL[K](break)/(break)
[RACINE]-WIS(break)[-U.S.A]
/(break)BUC(break) (body)

Horlick’s Malted
Milk Co.

Racine,
Wisconsin

TPQ 1887

0228

Malted Milk Jar (break)[HORLICK’S/TRADE/M.
Horlick’s Malted
M./MARK/MALTED
Milk Co.
MILK/RACINE-WISU.S.A(break)/(break)UG(break)
BUCK[S] [ENG.](break) (body)//7/U
- (below U) D (below dash symbol)
(base)

Racine,
Wisconsin

1905-mid-tolate 1920s

0229

Horlick’s Malted
Malted Milk Jar (break)[HORLICK’S/TRADE/M.
M./MARK/MALTED
Milk Co.
MILK/RACINE](break)WIS(break)[-U.S.A](break)/(break)H.
BUCKS ENG.(break) (body)//9/U (below U) D (below dash symbol) .
(base)

Racine,
Wisconsin

1905-mid-tolate 1920s

0230

Malted Milk Jar? 9/U - (below U) D (below dash
symbol) . (base)

-

-

1905-mid-tolate 1920s

0234

Olive Oil Bottle RE UMBERTO BRAND/PURE
OLIVE OIL (body)

Re Umberto

Italy

20th C.

0235

Olive Oil Bottle RE UMBERTO BRAND/PURE
OLIVE OIL (body)

Re Umberto

Italy

20th C.

0237

Bottle

2 (backwards, base)

-

-

-

0238

Bottle

6 (?) 5 (base)

-

-

1905-mid-tolate 1920s

0239

Extract Bottle

3 SS (shoulder)//CC/10/-/5/- (side
panel of body)//3 -/3/-/-/2/-/-/1/-/(other side panel of
body)//(?)STOC[K]/5 (base)

-

-

mid-1910s–
1920s

MENTHOLATUM/REG./TRADE/M ARK (base)
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Table 5. Marks on Glass Jars and Bottles, Feature 2 continued.
CATALOG
NO.

DESCRIPTION

MARK

MANUFACTURER

ORIGIN

DATE RANGE

0240

Beverage Bottle (break)[BOT]LING WORKS(break)
(body)

-

-

-

0241

Bottle

(break)147(break) (body)

-

-

-

0242

Jar

S (base)

-

-

-

Table 6. Marks on Glass Jars and Bottles, Feature 3.
CATALOG
NO.

DESCRIPTION

MARK

MANUFACTURER

ORIGIN

DATE
RANGE

0257

Chesebrough Mfg. New York
Medicine Bottle TRADE MARK/VASELINE/
CHESEBROUGH/NEW-YORK (body) Co.

0258

Cooking Spice
Bottle

0259

Medicine Bottle FOLEY & CO./CHICAGO, U.S.A.
(body)//(diamond shape)(base)

Foley & Co.

Chicago, Illinois

1905-midto-late
1920s

0260

Medicine Bottle FOLEY & CO./CHICAGO, U.S.A.
(body)//(diamond shape)(base)

Foley & Co.

Chicago, Illinois

1905-midto-late
1920s

0261

Lavoris Chemical Minneapolis,
Chemical Bottle LAVORIS (shoulder)//« (other side of
shoulder)//LAVORIS/[11]/CHEMICAL Company
Minnesota
[CO]/MINNEAPOLIS (base)

1902-late
1920s

0262

Medicine Bottle (?)GC (in diamond shape)/5 (base)

-

1905-midto-late
1920s

0263

Medicine Bottle DR. J. H. MC(underline)LEAN’S
Illinois Pacific
(body)//VOLCANIC
Glass Company
(body)//LINIMENT (body)//(letter “I” in
diamond shape) (base)

Alton, Illinois

1916–1929

0264

Beverage

CALIFORNIA PRODUCTS CO. (heel) California
Products Co.

-

1820–1925

0265

Beverage

25 B (heel)

-

1905-midto-late
1920s

0266

Condiment Jar

733 (heel)//IPGCO (in diamond shape) / Illinois Pacific
5 (base)
Glass Company

0267

Medicine Bottle 3 (stylized)iv (shoulder)//3 (stylized)//3/-/2/-/-/1/-/-/14 (side panel of
body)//CC/-/100/-/-/80/-/-/60/-/-/40/-//20/-/- (other side panel of body)//T (O
in square) 8 (base)

0269

Bottle

0270

Bottle

CHILI POWDER (embossed vertically
on side body panel)//GEBHARDT
EAGLE (embossed vertically on other
side body panel)//(letter “I” inside
diamond shape)/2 (base)

1890–1970

Gebhardt Chili
San Antonio, Texas 1916–1929
Powder Company (product); Alton,
(product); Illinois Illinois (bottle)
Glass Co. (bottle)

-

-

San Francisco,
California

1902-ca.
1925

Owens Bottle
Company

Toledo, Ohio

1911–1929

CL (base)

-

-

-

CL (base)

-

-

-
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Table 6. Marks on Glass Jars and Bottles, Feature 3 continued.
CATALOG
NO.

DESCRIPTION

MARK

MANUFACTURER

ORIGIN

DATE
RANGE

0271

Round Bottle

(backwards L followed by a backwards J; both crude in appearance)/(possible 4;
crude in appearance)

-

-

0272

Round Bottle

LA[C] (break)(base)

-

-

-

0273

Round Bottle

LAC

-

-

-

0274

Round Bottle

(triangle shape) IPCCO (triangle shape)
(base)

Illinois Pacific
Coast Co.

San Francisco,
California

1930–1932

0276

Medicine Bottle [P]URITY (heel)//BLUE RIBBON/2
(base)

Standard Glass
Company

Marion, Indiana

ca. 1920–
1930

0277

Bottle

IPGC (in a diamond shape)

Illinois Pacific
Glass Company

San Francisco,
California

1902-ca.
1925

0278

Round Bottle

F (base)

Fairmount Glass
Works Company

Indianapolis,
Indiana

ca. 1920–
1933

0279

Medicine Bottle 1196 (or) 9611 (base)

-

-

-

0280

Condiment
Bottle

-

-

-

0283

Medicine Bottle 3 (stylized) ii (shoulder)

-

-

mid-1910s–
1920s

0284

Medicine Bottle (break)[HIC]KS’
CAPUDINE/(break)[F]OR
HEADACHES/(break)[C]OLDS AND
GRIPP (body)//F (base)

Capudine
Chemical Co.

Raleigh, North
Carolina

0287

Milk Glass Jar

-

Los Angeles,
California

PEPPER SAUCE (body)//7 (base)

(break) [NC]/(acute triangle
shape)/(break)acoml(in
cursive)(break)/(break)S LOS
ANGELES U.S.A.(base)

1890s-late
1920s

-

1

This apparent outlier may be due to a misreading of the maker’s mark during the cataloging process. The cataloger recorded IPCCO
as the maker’s mark. The correct mark may have been IPGCO. If this is a misreading for IPGCO, then the bottle dates to between
1902 and 1930 (Tolouse 1971:268–269). The original artifact was not available for examination while preparing this paper.

Other diagnostic bottles from Feature 3 included an olive-green champagne bottle neck and two
complete bulbous mold-blown wine bottles. The bulbous bottles, the bases of which were inserted into
wicker baskets, were used almost exclusively for Italian Chianti wine and date between the late nineteenth
century and the mid-1920s. If it was manufactured in the United States, the applied finish of the champagne
bottle neck would date to the 1870s to 1890s. But because it was most likely imported from Europe, where
bottle technology lagged behind that of North American glassmakers, it more probably dates between 1890
and the 1920s (Dillon 1958).
ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE PLAGUE
The archaeological remains from this project are limited in what they can reveal about the Los
Angeles plague outbreak. In a neighborhood with the rapid turn-over of the Macy Street District—where
71 percent of the population is documented to have changed in a single year—it is difficult to associate any
particular artifact or feature with a specific individual. However, the structural remains can inform our
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understanding of sanitation in the district at the time of the plague. The refuse deposits, which were likely
buried during the clean-up surrounding the plague, hint at disease treatment.
Sanitation
One element of life on Clara Street that can be illuminated by archaeology is the area’s basic
sanitation. Popular works about the 1924 plague outbreak tend to emphasize the Macy Street District’s lack
of access to proper hygiene. Sterry’s thesis and documentation by the Commission of Immigration and
Housing of California do make it clear that the district was overcrowded and unsanitary.
Archaeology and documentary evidence suggests the area had access to both running water and
sewers in the 1920s. No plumbing is noted on Clara Street on the 1906 Sanborn map. However, on the 1950
Sanborn map, a 12-inch water pipe is noted beneath the segment of North Vignes that was formerly Clara
Street, but not the portion of North Vignes south of Clara Street. This probably indicates that the water pipe
was installed beneath Clara Street after 1906 but before Clara Street was incorporated into North Vignes
Street. The 1910, 1914, and 1921 Baist Real Estate maps show lines that appear to indicate both sewer lines
and water mains on Clara Street and every other street in the Macy Street District.
Archaeology supports the documentary evidence: the Feature 2 refuse deposit included toilet
fragments, and the pipe observed beneath the Feature 7 foundation of 700 Clara Street was likely a water
pipe supplying the very epicenter of the plague outbreak.
Also within the project footprint is historic Lyon Street, which ran north-south one block east of
Clara Street. Beneath Lyon Street, excavations encountered Feature 15, a series of brick manholes. This
system was mapped by City Engineer Harry F. Stafford in 1905 and probably dates to about the same time
(Stafford 1905a). A vitrified clay pipe, Feature 16, was encountered near Feature 15. Feature 16 is a historic
sewer line. The 1906 sewer system incorporated eight-inch vitrified clay pipes (Stafford 1905a). Feature
15 is one of these 1906 sewer pipes, but the feature was truncated by the installation of a concrete pipe
about 1990 (Black 1990), and no longer connected to the Lyon Street sewer when it was found. Maker’s
marks observed on the pipe are consistent with a date in the first decade of the twentieth century. Two
maker’s marks were observed: Los Angeles Stoneware and Sewer Pipe Company, and Douglass. The Los
Angeles Stoneware Company was established in 1891, and in 1894 was incorporated as the Los Angeles
Stoneware and Sewer Pipe Company, with Archibald Douglass as president and treasurer (Los Angeles
Herald 1905b). Douglass Clay Products Company operated between 1903 and 1910, when it was purchased
by Pacific Sewer Pipe Company (Guinn 1915:3:727; Snyder 2001).
More speculatively, the two basement features are likely toilets. The City of Los Angeles Housing
Authority documented cellar toilets elsewhere in Los Angeles in the first half of the twentieth century
(Nadel 1952). The small, windowless subterranean chambers found at Division 13, devoid of any artifacts
except pipes, seem consistent with such a function. The metal rings in the floors of each structure are likely
toilet attachments. The locations of these structures as they appear when plotted on historic maps indicate
that they may have been constructed beside rather than beneath dwellings, although this cannot be said with
any certainty. Another matter of conjecture, whether these toilets predate the plague or were installed in a
response to the plague, cannot be answered.
Bottles recovered from Features 1 and 3 indicate that cleaning took place. A Lavoris Chemical
Company bottle (Cat. No. 260) held an antiseptic (Fike 2006:68). An embossed bottle recovered from
Feature 1 held Florida Water. Florida Water was a popular American cologne, named in reference to the
Fountain of Youth, which Ponce de Leon is said to have sought in Florida. From its first manufacture it was
widely distributed in Latin America. Besides its use as a cologne (or, diluted, as toilet water), Florida Water
is commonly used to wash floors or in baths. It is even sprinkled like holy water as a spiritual purifier, to
dispel sickroom odors and negative forces and to draw prosperity and luck (Felix 2012; Lembo 2011;
Original Products 2015).
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Disease Treatment
Once the plague was recognized for what it was, victims and suspected victims were taken to Los
Angeles County Hospital for treatment. However, the initial cases of plague were misdiagnosed and
unrecognized, and plague victims were treated by their relatives before being brought to the hospital. It is
reasonable to expect that the two Clara Street and one Lyon Street refuse deposits, which contain artifacts
that appear to date to the mid-1920s and which were most likely buried by clean-up crews responding to
the plague, might contain clues as to how the plague was treated.
A total of eight bottles were recognized as medicine bottles although their contents are unknown.
These include unmarked medicine bottles (Feature 1, Cat. No. 309, 310; Feature 3, Cat. No. 262, 267, 279,
283). But also included in this total are marked bottles, the contents of which could not be determined. One
bottle, labeled Purity Blue Ribbon, is of unknown origin and may have held a number of different
medicines; such bottles were often bought in bulk by pharmacists and filled with whatever elixir was
required (Feature 1, Cat. No. 276). A bottle marked Godfrey & Moore contained unknown medicine that
was purchased from a pharmacy based in Los Angeles (Feature 1, Cat. No. 323).
Two bottles marked Foley & Co. recovered from Feature 3 (Cat. No. 259 and 260) were determined
based on their dimensions to have contained Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound. This product was an
expectorant and demulcent for coughs, colds, hoarseness, and children’s cough (Fike 2006:59). A bottle of
Hick’s Capudine was also recovered from Feature 3 (Cat. No. 284); embossing on the bottle advertised it
as “FOR HEADACHES COUGHS AND GRIPPE.”
Three ointment bottles held medicine to treat body pains. These included a menthol ointment bottle
from Feature 2 (Cat. No. 226). Such artifacts recovered from Feature 3 included a Vaseline bottle (Cat. No.
247) and a bottle which contained Dr. J. H. McLean’s Volcanic Liniment (Cat. No. 263).
In addition to its use as a cleanser, Florida Water may have been used as a treatment. It is mixed
with water and applied to cool the skin, to calm headaches, and to relieve stress. It is also rubbed on the
neck and throat to relieve sore throats (Lembo 2011).
More than just medicine is used to treat the sick. Feature 2 included four Horlick’s Malted Milk
Bottles (Cat. No. 225, 227–229), a Mellin’s Food bottle (Cat. No. 223), and one other likely malted milk
bottle (Cat. No. 230). These dietary supplements were initially developed and advertised as a dietary
supplement “For Infants and Invalids” (Dunkerley 2017). The malted milk provided sustenance to those
who could consume little else.
Finally, alcohol may have been used as a pain treatment. Despite the fact that the plague took place
during the period of prohibition, alcohol bottles, including whiskey, Chianti, Amer Picon, and wine, were
found. They include Italian and French imports. Alcohol would have dulled the pain of the plague’s symptoms.
CONCLUSIONS
The 1924 plague outbreak in Los Angeles was small in the context of the Third Pandemic but a
major incident in the history of Los Angeles, and particularly to those whose lives it took or disrupted. The
homes and discarded possessions of some of these sufferers were uncovered in the course of Metro’s
excavations at Division 13. The testimony of archaeology, though slight compared to the historical record,
indicates that the Clara Street neighborhood had access to basic sanitation, though the sanitary infrastructure
was likely overwhelmed by the sheer number of people who, documents indicate, lived there. Bottles
recovered from refuse deposits date to about the same time as the outbreak and may indicate that the
symptoms of plague were treated medicinally. The archaeological record offers parallel evidence to the
documentary record.
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